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Doctors who Followed Christ 2011-11-29 examines the lives and accomplishments of thirty two physicians from throughout history whose christian faith has influenced their
work
The High Calling 1860 from the day of his birth his grandfather was certain that alessio salsano would become a doctor to become a physician was to reach the pinnacle of
success to achieve the ultimate goal as soon as his tiny hands could hold on to things his father made sure he held books on science and medicine now dr salsano takes you on a
journey through the life of a physician telling of his italian heritage and upbringing as a child he shares the details of establishing medicine as his career goal and his early
search for life s meaning as he learned to embrace evangelical christianity this book chronicles medical school falling in love and the welding together of faith and science it
tells how dr salsano came to reside in virginia beach where he started a private practice and describes a personal revival of faith and how it impacted his practice of medicine
revealing some of the most fascinating and trying times he has experienced in medicine dr salsano speaks to the medical student seeking this spiritually taxing career
encouraging the reader with inspiring stories he shows how combining science and faith in the everyday practice of medicine may be risky but it is necessary to becoming a
great doctor it s a story of sacrifice lawsuits and testing of morals and ethics learn how one doctor nearly lost all confidence in his ability to help people but fought the urge to
flee and stayed to fight with god s help he chose the high calling
The Christian Physician; Or, Reasons why the Physician Should be a Follower of Christ 2005-04-01 i had always believed in the healing power of our lord and viewed my life
as one of service to him via the practice of medicine but in retrospect i had a deeper trust in the power of modern medicine and science than i did in jesus christ and his fully
accomplished work on the cross my thinking was flawed but as i grew in my walk with the lord and meditated on scripture more fully i began to see the superiority of faith
over the limited interventions modern medical science had to offer and that this interplay between faith and science was not mutually exclusive but complimentary for the
spiritual aspects of our lives illuminate and empower the carnal aspects of intellect and physical senses i began jotting notes to myself related to this interplay of faith and
healing and science and just filed them away for years ithen in december of 2017 a baby was born to a first time mother of mine his little body riddled with the most fulminant
form of acute lymphoblasic leukemia almost always fatal his absolutely miraculous healing was the impetus to start putting these thoughts into writing in the form of weekday
morning emails entitled a christian doctor s view of healing faiith and science it was soon made clear to me that these writings were to take the form of a year long devotional
book comprised of short weekday messages that are intimately linked such that they can be read through as a book and that book was to paint a picture and that picture was to
be of a face and the face was to be that of jesus for he is the source of all healing
Practice by the Book 2020-05-27 being a doctor and going to the doctor are theological issues a major thesis of the book is that a de medicalization of physicians is necessary and
should be replaced by a scripto centric approach to life in the practice of medicine this call is radical humanly speaking but we have a god who has given much to us as
christian physicians and expects much of us there is a biblical view of the practice of medicine and it is the major avenue that patients have for reaching true comfort and help
each physician must be able to articulate it and the book is written for that purpose a rightly understood biblical view of medicine is the only way that doctors have for giving
genuine hope to hurting people and for the advancement of god s kingdom
Musings of a Christian Physician on the Physical and Spiritual Healing of Man 2002-06-01 in this classic daily devotional a nineteenth century christian physician provides
honest answers to tough questions about suffering the nature of god finding joy in life and more
Being Christian in Your Medical Practice 1995 here s a doctor who can write ray west a self confessed understudy of the great healer jesus christ chronicles in confessions
incidents from three or more decades of medical practice in a chatty style reminiscent of james herriot s vignettes based on his veterinary practice west introduces graphic
events revealing the underside as well as the drama of interacting with patients their family members and colleagues edna maye loveless esteemed author and educator dr
raymond west a master storyteller and model of the ideal family physician as well as teacher and researcher of epidemiology describes highlights of his career applying the
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basic principles of both science and art of medical practice examples of encounters from his years of successful caring for the emotional and spiritual as well as physical needs of
patients demonstrate for the reader memorable examples of principles applicable to real life whether you are a medical care provider or a patient you will love the stories and
benefit from the inspiration of a christ centered approach to the practice of medicine edwin h krick md mph associate professor of medicine loma linda university doctor
raymond west s confessions is interesting in showing a christian doctor s life and temptations he was one of returning sailors from ww2 who was given the opportunity by a
grateful government to a medical profession previously limited mainly to the wealthy this gi surge was responsibly in great part to a rapid technological progress in medicine
dr west s book reveals how this new technology has become a substitute for detailed questioning and manual examination of patients he shows how a careful examination plus
a knowledge of historical medicine is useful in diagnosis his lifelong keeping of a detailed diary of interesting cases makes dr west and this book remarkable i recommend it
highly bernarr johnson md facs
Life Secrets 2013-04 biblical answers on how to establish god s kingdom through your medical practice and serve others just as jesus did
Confessions of a Christian Physician 2020-03-13 while the old fashioned doctor had little trouble relating religion to his practice by means of pious behavior the modern doctor is
perplexed as to what difference religion makes in medical practice or what difference it ever did make like many moderns he finds religion if he has it something apart from
life itself removed from occupational realities he does not understand how christian faith should affect the choice or conduct of an occupation to let religion affect occupational
decisions seems to many to be a dubious mixing of religion and business and pious behavior in a professional setting seems artificial and unreal at many places in the following
discussion it would seem that the christian doctor does not differ from the non believer in the everyday practice of his profession the physician in this portrait is the modern
informed man of good will it is implied that he is a bit more perceptive of issues more philosophical more disciplined more aware of how all actions are morally ambiguous and
alert to how pride destroys perspective but in this book the christian doctor is shown as shrinking from the claim that his faith distinguishes him from the agnostic or atheist in
the practice of medicine the image which emerges is one of a believing and perhaps even beloved physician whose characteristic disclaimer is like that of our lord why callest
thou me good a christian faith that can relate itself to modern life must speak the language of the new modern doctor it will not be heard if it urges a return to the expression
of christian piety that captured the public imagination in former years the following is a begin where you are approach which attempts to say there are spiritual dimensions to
the doctor s job sense them cultivate them deepen your insights as a physician and you will find that you are not far from the kingdom let no one suggest that the christian
depicted in these pages is a mildly convinced ambivalent inarticulate believer and yearn for a volume entitled a doctor succeeds through prayer this is an exploratory inductive
study to lead readers into the fruitful pilgrimage of faith in contact with vocation itself which can result in a real synthesis of religion and life it is offered in an earnest effort to
help all physicians feel out the spiritual contours of their own vocation preface
Following the Great Physician: A Doctor's Guide to Trusting God and Serving Patients 1960 a christian and a doctor the author saw a need for a guidebook for other christian
doctors to help merge their faith and their medical practice christian physicians have a hard time being evangelical about their faith within their professional lives patients of
these christian doctors are not sure how their faith is supposed to be considered in their medical treatment plan both doctors and patients have abandoned any mention of
christianity within medical offices every christian doctor should be bold within and outside of the medical office thus allowing christian patients to share their beliefs with their
doctor who shares the same faith this book provides the reasons to do so from a biblical standpoint as well as from the more formal evidence based medicine that doctors are
taught to rely on when making a medical decision this guidebook shows how to incorporate christianity into the medical office on all levels ranging from office staff to
treatment plans it is also meant to be a guide for christian patients who want their doctors to include their faith in their patient doctor relationship this book has been written to
elevate the relationship shared by the doctor and patient both doctor and patient being in christ have a crucial role and responsibility to each other in the doctor patient
relationship this book is meant to expand the consciousness of the christian medical community
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The Christian as a Doctor 1829 this history of evangelical faith healing in nineteenth century america examines the nation s shifting attitudes about sickness suffering and
health faith in the great physician tells the story of how participants in the divine healing movement transformed the ways americans coped with physical affliction and
pursued bodily wellbeing heather d curtis offers critical reflection on the theological cultural and social forces that come into play when one questions the purpose of suffering
and the possibility of healing belief in divine healing ran counter to a deep seated christian ethic that linked physical suffering with spiritual holiness by engaging in devotional
disciplines and participating in social reform efforts proponents of faith cure embraced a model of spiritual experience that endorsed active service rather than passive
endurance as the proper christian response to illness and pain emphasizing the centrality of religious practices to the enterprise of divine healing curtis sheds light on the
relationship among christian faith medical science and the changing meanings of suffering and healing in american culture recipient of the frank s and elizabeth d brewer prize
of the american society of church history for 2007
Dialogue between a sceptical physician and his Christian patient 2014-12-18 the healer s calling addresses the longings of many people in the health care professions for a
renewed sense of the transcendent meaning of their work and for a return to the spiritual elements of healing
Kingdom Work 2007-11-30 100 percent of all royalties received from the sales of this study will be donated to medical missions in today s society it isn t easy to be a christian
physician the long and tortuous road from aspiring medical student to practicing physician is met with countless hurdles along the way that are unique to a rewarding but
demanding profession this study was designed specifically with these challenges in mind to help students residents and practicing physicians navigate this arduous journey
through the lens of the gospel it is my prayer that through the inductive study of scripture the words contained within these pages will inspire a new generation of christian
physicians to change the culture of medicine for eternity
Faith in the Great Physician 2014-05-14 learn how faith and psychological insight can combine to help christians overcome physical disabilities after being diagnosed with
retinitis pigmentosa dr elaine leong eng author of martha martha how christians worry knew she had to make important life changes this genetic disease would soon cause her
eyesight to fail her impending blindness meant that she would no longer be able to practice as an obstetrician gynecologist her family life would never be the same nor would
her self image a christian approach to overcoming disability a doctor s story is the poignant and inspiring story of dr eng s ultimately triumphant struggle with an untreatable
illness and a life changing disability once i heard the diagnosis i knew it was god s way of granting my prayer to be a full time mom to my babies god had prepared my heart
to accept this news this so called tragedy in my life was very much for the good i had the chance to see and care for my children during those precious young years to play
with them sing songs teach them feed them and do all those wonderful mothering things that many take for granted and now that they are grown i can see in my mind s eye
all those great images and memories i enjoyed motherhood so much that i would not have changed my life in any way if given the chance this autobiographical book
articulates the challenges faced by the blind and offers faith based and psychological techniques for coping with disability it highlights dozens of scriptural passages that can
provide an important foundation for coping and draws upon dr eng s experience as a psychiatrist to identify important issues and feelings about blindness and its psychological
and emotional impact on every aspect of life in this insightful book you ll find firsthand information about the experience of becoming disabled and about living with even
celebrating that disability and the new opportunities it presents insight about what family friends students and colleagues go through when someone close to them becomes
disabled biblical references that demonstrate the importance of god in meeting physical challenges important scriptural foundations for coping practical techniques for coping
with disability from both religious and psychological perspectives advice on overcoming the feeling of being damaged goods and other problems of self esteem common to the
disabled a christian approach to overcoming disability will inspire you with its message of hope it offers insights about finding inner peace no matter what hand life has dealt
you and making the most of whatever god has planned for your life anyone who knows a christian who has any type of physical disability will benefit from reading this book
The Healer's Calling 2017-05-19 through the eyes of a modern medical missionary who observes and notes everything from christ s bedside manner to his diagnostic expertise
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readers can understand jesus in ways they have never considered him before readers can experience the tension risks and awesome wonder of what god accomplishes in the
midst of brokenness and seemingly impossible circumstances
More Than Medicine 1958 the least among thee stems from a workshop entitled point and counterpoint physician and theologian in dialogue the book reflects the thoughts and
ideas of the discussion leader about what it means to be a physician and to be a christian as a pediatric hematologist oncologist he took care of the sickest of the sick and the most
helpless of patients the book reflects the struggles and the temptations that physicians face when they are asked to help the helpless and thereby are seemingly given authority
and power over the lives of others ultimately the realization comes that the reward comes from letting go of self importance and letting god be god
Ideals in Medicine 2012-11-12 being a doctor and going to the doctor are theological issues a major thesis of the book is that a de medicalization of physicians is necessary and
should be replaced by a scripto centric approach to life in the practice of medicine this call is radical humanly speaking but we have a god who has given much to us as
christian physicians and expects much of us there is a biblical view of the practice of medicine and it is the major avenue that patients have for reaching true comfort and help
each physician must be able to articulate it and the book is written for that purpose a rightly understood biblical view of medicine is the only way that doctors have for giving
genuine hope to hurting people and for the advancement of god s kingdom
A Christian Approach to Overcoming Disability 2001 the name harold g koenig is well known in the fast growing field of spirituality and health founder and director of the
widely respected duke university center for the study of religion spirituality and health dr koenig is recognized worldwide for his groundbreaking work in medical science
and religious faith in this book now available in paperback he shares his remarkable personal story and shows how personal trials became the catalyst for his pioneering
research
Jesus, M.D. 2018-06-30 a physician proposes nine strategies for facing the end of life contending that dying well is living well right to the end
The Christian Physician 1829 everyone needs a doctor at some time even if it is just to sign a death certificate this book is written with a view of jesus christ as not only a
physician but the greatest physician who ever lived thirty seven miracles are recorded in the gospels and as mary fairchild says none were performed randomly for
amusement or for show each was accompanied by a message and either met a serious human need or confirmed christ s identity and authority as the son of god having been a
doctor for over forty years i have viewed the healing miracles of the lord jesus in the gospels under medical categories as seen from a modern classification of disease not every
miracle is therefore included only those i see in a category of disease or medical specialty i have added some relevant thoughts at times relevant to the miracle the review is
limited to the four gospels although in the first chapter of the acts of the apostles the physician luke tells us that in his gospel he recorded the things that jesus began both to do
and teach until the day in which he was taken up verses 1 2 to heaven he thus infers that jesus is still doing and teaching through his apostles in the book of acts two of these
are mentioned briefly in the book the chapters have been arranged in chronological order rather in order of any perceived importance
Dialogue between a Sceptical Physician and his Christian Patient 2013-10 or lord referred to his work as that of the physician healing all manner of disease applies to the
spiritual as well as the mental and physical our business is of bringing the sin sick face to face with the one healer to do this demands some knowledge of his methods and these
are most radiantly revealed in the records of his early ministry from the foreword
The Least Among Thee 2012-05 the concept of the physician priest is an ancient one existing pre christianity and historic references to the role can be found within the
majority of religions and across all continents however despite a growing body of scientific evidence indicating the value of spirituality the 20th century medical profession
within the western world has placed religion at arm s length effectively excluding such discussion from the medical consultation referring to both primary and secondary
sources within theological medical legal historic and philosophical literature robert puts forward an argument in support of a 21st century role for the physician priest he argues
that if the physician can exercise the role of priest in addition to their medical role they can thereby truly minister to the whole person in terms of mind body and soul with
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consideration of modern nhs funding streams robert suggests a radical proposal whereby the church of england and medical educational institutions might combine to offer dual
theological and medical training the result would establish a new breed of professional person ideally positioned in respect to the care of the elderly and those with terminal
illness the healing enigma suggests that this not only assists with the provision of whole person care but also allows the church to firmly re establish itself in the 21st century
within its christian healing tradition
Being Christian Your Medical Practice 2004-05 with over thirty years experience in the medical field dr mayor has learned a lot about health and humanity we are more than
just our bodies more than just our minds as a devoted christian husband dad and grandpa he sees his interactions with patients as more than simply addressing their physical
and emotional needs he knows that there is also a spiritual element to each person he encounters throughout his career dr mayor has answered patients questions about
everything from nosebleeds to sex from cholesterol to aging he has been with patients as they have taken their last breath and has deepened in his conviction that there is a
hopeful future after death he has also learned from years of listening that words have the power to harm or heal and that we all suffer from the devastating infection of what
he calls g c grumbling and complaining this unique collection of stories thoughts and advice puts you in the patient s chair of an experienced christian doctor who has your best
interest in mind you ll smile you ll tear up and you ll gain plenty of life changing insight to put into practice today and to benefit from for a lifetime he is confident that if the
information contained in this book were considered there would be a substantial reduction of unnecessary emergency room visits and therefore health care dollars will be
saved he wants the reader to complete the reading of his book happier and wiser for having spent the time he wishes for you a wonderful blessed happy and healthy
tomorrow
Healing Connection 2011 if you are a believer this book is a must read if you are a sceptic this is a must read for you too if you think you are too intellectual for christian belief
let this book tell you how wrong you are and inspire you to try a better way with god instead of without him highly recommended a great australian book which will blow
you away marian klitzke tasmania a retired social worker and ex owner of a christian bookshop emailed to the author and posted on you tube with the promo trained at the
university of new south wales dr ern crocker is an experienced nuclear medicine physician and the first to practise ultrasound in australia as he reconciled his christian faith
with his understanding of medicine dr crocker became aware that god was working alongside him during an after hours medical emergency in this book dr crocker recounts
this life changing encounter with the miraculous power of god and also presents the testimonies of many other doctors who like him have experienced the presence of a silent
partner as they carry out their medical duties readers will be amazed at these insiders accounts of how god intervenes in the world of medicine today an essential read for
those struggling with the considerable challenge of integrating a passion for the science of medicine the art of compassionate holistic care and a love of the god who has created
them dr michael burke mbbs phd fracgp faicd christian medical and dental fellowship of australia it is my hope that this book will encourage a large number of people to
recognize that their hope lies with god rather than with themselves ben carson md director of pediatric neurosurgery professor of neurological surgery oncology plastic
surgery and pediatrics johns hopkins university author of gifted hands this is an inspirational book i recommend it to all but especially to students and young professionals in
health care over and over again it shows that god is faithful to those who seek him and intervenes in the lives of his followers he is the healer whether it be through medical
or miraculous means may it encourage those in the medical world to go after god more and more and see his kingdom come in health care in the nations dr ken curry health
care in christ australia to some a christian doctor is an oxymoron in our day and age dr ern crocker in his book nine minutes past midnight demonstrates keen intellectual
precision whole at the same time positioning himself in a very real faith i love the reality of the book i enjoy the stories of incredible medical and technological breakthrough i
am in awe when healing comes when doctors know that it was not their efforts alone that won the day both types are stories of divine intervention i am comforted that others
struggle with the reality that healing is not effected in every case either by divine or by natural means the reality of our limitations as shared in this book serves to remind us
that there is still much to learn and much to keep us humble even while celebrating great success this book and its heroes are worth celebrating david crabtree senior pastor
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dayspring church australia nine minutes past midnight is a compelling book demonstrating perfectly what it looks like when the kingdom of heaven is expressed through the
hands of those in the medical field with interviews and testimonies from professionals all over the world dr ernest crocker has courageously painted a clear picture of what it
looks like when the hand of god is upon and working through doctors surrendered to him this book will encourage your faith as you read about the many who have
encountered god and have successfully carried him into the world of medicine bill johnson senior pastor bethel church california author of when heaven invades earth and
secrets to imitating god nine minutes past midnight is essentially a compilation of interviews conversations and anecdotes involving both doctors and patients the purpose of
crocker s assembled interviews conversations and anecdotes was to set out factual evidence sometimes quite startling factual evidence entrusted to him by prominent medical
practitioners of sound mind and undisputed word thereby confirming crocker s own relevant experiences regarding the manner in which a personal god interacts and
intervenes in the lives of doctors their patients families and friends this factual evidence related to god s intervening in the healing process today not simply in the past put
differently the central theme of nine minutes past midnight is the experience by doctors and patients of god s presence now in day to day medical practice as the third person
involved in patient care and in the healing process that unseen person or silent partner rarely does a reviewer get to write about a book as remarkable as ernest crocker s nine
minutes past midnight dr colin goodwin extract from review mr ernest crocker does not work alone but with a silent partner he calls on during his treatment as a young
doctor he found just how powerful this silent partner is when called out to a medical emergency at nine minutes past midnight it was beyond explanation how this woman
pronounced dead twice by other medical personnel lived without any lasting effects this miracle encouraged and changed dr crocker the first nuclear medicine physician in
australia to practise ultrasound nine minutes past midnight begins with this incredible story and is followed by dr crocker s medical and spiritual journey and stories of other
christian doctors he encountered and interviewed over the years it is a book of incredible faith from medical personnel praying and trusting god to heal patients when their
prognosis and ethics tell them the opposite to the faith of patients whose lives are healed when their prognosis is non existent this truly inspirational book would be a great
encouragement to those training or working in the health field they will learn to trust god the healer would be a great encouragement to those training or working in the
health field they will learn to trust god the healer to work in the lives of patients either through medical or miraculous means and realise the limits of medical abilities against
god s healing power highly recommended elizabeth gardner weekly challenge new zealand s christian newspaper 23 06 2012
Finishing Well to the Glory of God 2019-02 recipient of the frank s and elizabeth d brewer prize of the american society of church history for 2007faith in the great physician
tells the story of how participants in the evangelical divine healing movement of the late nineteenth century transformed the ways americans coped with physical affliction
and pursued bodily health examining the politics of sickness health and healing during this period heather d curtis encourages critical reflection on the theological cultural and
social forces that come into play when one questions the purpose of suffering and the possibility of healing curtis finds that advocates of divine healing worked to revise a deep
seated christian ethic that linked physical suffering with spiritual holiness by engaging in devotional disciplines and participating in social reform efforts proponents of faith
cure embraced a model of spiritual experience that endorsed active service rather than passive endurance as the proper christian response to illness and pain emphasizing the
centrality of religious practices to the enterprise of divine healing curtis sheds light on the relationship among christian faith medical science and the changing meanings of
suffering and healing in american culture
Jesus the Great Physician 1983 trained at the university of new south wales dr ern crocker is an experienced nuclear medicine physician and the first to practise ultrasound in
australia as he reconciled his christian faith with his understanding of medicine dr crocker became aware that god was working alongside him during an after hours medical
emergency in this book dr crocker recounts this life changing encounter with the miraculous power of god and also presents the testimonies of many other doctors who like
him have experienced the presence of a silent partner as they carry out their medical duties readers will be amazed at these insiders accounts of how god intervenes in the
world of medicine today an essential read for those struggling with the considerable challenge of integrating a passion for the science of medicine the art of compassionate
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holistic care and a love of the god who has created them dr michael burke mbbs phd fracgp faicd christian medical and dental fellowship of australia it is my hope that this book
will encourage a large number of people to recognize that their hope lies with god rather than with themselves ben carson md director of pediatric neurosurgery professor of
neurological surgery oncology plastic surgery and pediatrics johns hopkins university author of gifted hands this is an inspirational book i recommend it to all but especially to
students and young professionals in health care over and over again it shows that god is faithful to those who seek him and intervenes in the lives of his followers he is the
healer whether it be through medical or miraculous means may it encourage those in the medical world to go after god more and more and see his kingdom come in health
care in the nations dr ken curry health care in christ australia to some a christian doctor is an oxymoron in our day and age dr ern crocker in his book nine minutes past
midnight demonstrates keen intellectual precision whole at the same time positioning himself in a very real faith i love the reality of the book i enjoy the stories of incredible
medical and technological breakthrough i am in awe when healing comes when doctors know that it was not their efforts alone that won the day both types are stories of
divine intervention i am comforted that others struggle with the reality that healing is not effected in every case either by divine or by natural means the reality of our
limitations as shared in this book serves to remind us that there is still much to learn and much to keep us humble even while celebrating great success this book and its heroes
are worth celebrating david crabtree senior pastor dayspring church australia nine minutes past midnight is a compelling book demonstrating perfectly what it looks like when
the kingdom of heaven is expressed through the hands of those in the medical field with interviews and testimonies from professionals all over the world dr ernest crocker has
courageously painted a clear picture of what it looks like when the hand of god is upon and working through doctors surrendered to him this book will encourage your faith as
you read about the many who have encountered god and have successfully carried him into the world of medicine bill johnson senior pastor bethel church california author of
when heaven invades earth and secrets to imitating god
A Christian Doctor in the House 2010-04-01 christian health care professionals in our secular and pluralistic society often face uncertainty about the place religious faith holds in
today s medical practice through an examination of a virtue based ethics this book proposes a theological view of medical ethics that helps the christian physician reconcile faith
reason and professional duty edmund d pellegrino and david c thomasma trace the history of virtue in moral thought and they examine current debate about a virtue ethic s
place in contemporary bioethics their proposal balances theological ethics based on the virtues of faith hope and charity with contemporary medical ethics based on the
principles of beneficence justice and autonomy the result is a theory of clinical ethics that centers on the virtue of charity and is manifest in practical moral decisions using
christian bioethical principles the authors address today s divisive issues in medicine for health care providers and all those involved in the fields of ethics and religion this
volume shows how faith and reason can combine to create the best possible healing relationship between health care professional and patient
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